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1. Comments about Beta presentation
The presentation was good overall, but the videos were low quality and there was a network
problem on the Italy side so the videos were choppy and laggy. The team in Milan uses a
wireless network to connect to the Internet so that might have caused the problem. We got
good comments from professors, but also advice on how to make a better presentation.
Conclusion:
 We are going to put more effort into making the next presentation
 We are going to have a plan B for videos next time
2. Discussion about the current state of the project
The project’s core functionalities are finished and we have a working application.
3. Discussion about the next iteration
Most of the team members are going home for holidays this week and won’t do much work. We
decided not to plan a complete iteration, but only determine tasks and put them on Trello. If
anyone on the team will have to work on the project, they can take up a task and try to work on
it. This could be a week to relax and enjoy some time off.
Conclusion: We decided to do the web application too. Since most of the customer client is
complete, part of the team working on it can start working on the web application. Luca will try
to do some stress tests for the server. There are a couple of things to be added to the taxi
client and some UI improvements to be made for both of the Android clients.
4. Discussion about the final presentation
We decided to put more effort into making the videos next time and present out project in the
best way possible. One idea is to make a video of the application in real use – while driving a
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“taxi”. We have also been told that our project is going the right way and looks good, but that
we should present it in a good way to be able to show all that we’ve done.
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